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Decades ago, humans lived in a physical world with new
inventions every day. Before civilization and technology, humans
worked in the darkness of the light and worked hard for things
that have been made easy to get with technology.
Communication, information, and ICT were a dark phenomenon,
making things hard to do for them and many hidden
opportunities. Businesses and technologies have taken over the
world. Everything has been seamlessly done to make living easy
for humanity. Great inventions over time brought about the
concept of a virtual world where characters could go to escape
a dreary totalitarian reality.

It all started back in 1838 when scientist Sir
Charles Wheatstone outlined the concept of
"binocular vision," where you combine two images
— one for each eye — to make a single 3D image.
This concept led to the development of
stereoscopes, a technology where you use the
illusion of depth to create an image. This is the
same concept used today in modern VR headsets.

In 1935 when American science fiction writer Stanley Weinbaum published the book Pygmalion's
Spectacles, in which the main character explores a fictional world using a pair of goggles that provide
sight, sound, taste, smell, and touch.

In 1956, Morton Heilig created the first VR machine. This machine
simulated the experience of riding a motorcycle in Brooklyn by
combining 3D video with audio, scents, and a vibrating chair to
immerse the viewer. Heilig also patented the first head-mounted
display in 1960, which combined stereoscopic 3D images with
stereo sound, bringing the concept of "METAVERSE."
The term "Metaverse" was first used in Neil Stevenson's 1982
novel, Snow Crash. Today we describe the Metaverse as a fully
immersive internet, where we will be able to access augmented and
virtual reality and interact with all sorts of environments using
persistent avatars and innovative digital technology.
Over the past centuries, many companies and brands have adapted
to the new advancement of the Metaverse.

In 1998, Sportsvision broadcast the first live NFL
game with a yellow yard marker, and the idea of
overlaying graphics over real-world views quickly
spread to other sports broadcasting.
Then, Palmer Luckey, an 18-year-old entrepreneur,
and inventor, created the Oculus Rift VR headset
prototype in 2010. With its 90-degree field of vision
and computer processing power, the revolutionary
headset reignited interest in VR.

Ernest Cline
released the book
Ready Player One in
2011, giving us
another peek inside
a completely
immersive world
that we could enter
to escape from
reality. The book
became a runaway
hit, and director
Steven Spielberg
made it into a
movie in 2018.

Facebook acquired
Oculus VR in 2014
in a $2 billion deal.
At that time,
Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg
stated that
Facebook and
Oculus would work
together to build
out the Oculus
platform and
develop
partnerships to
support more
games.

Also, in 2014 – a busy year for XR – Sony and Samsung both announced they were creating
their own VR headsets, and Google released its first Cardboard device and Google Glass AR
glasses. Google's Cardboard device is a low-cost cardboard VR viewer for smartphones.
Microsoft's HoloLens headsets hit the market in 2016, which gave us mixed reality (AR and
VR) for the first time. With HoloLens, we can create a holographic image before us, then put it
into the real world and manipulate it using augmented reality. Also, in 2016, people worldwide
were running around in their neighborhoods trying to catch Pokémon using the Pokémon GO
augmented reality game.
Swedish furniture giant IKEA joined the metaverse mix in 2017 with their innovative Place
app, which allows you to select a piece of furniture and view what it looks like in your home
or office.
In 2020, Apple added Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) to iPhones and iPads, creating
better depth scanning for better photos and AR and paving the way for mixed-reality
headsets.
Facebook changed its name to Meta in 2021, indicating its focus on shaping the future of the
Metaverse. Two companies also launched smart glasses (Ray-Ban Stories) or highly portable
virtual reality headsets that look like sunglasses (HTC's Vive Flow).
And now, we bring to you a virtual world where individuals can go as virtual characters to
explore many exciting and thrilling real-world activities with inclusion of NFT games and the
ability for our players to earn passive income in the Metaverse.

We all know the history of video gaming from being a diversion, taking your mind off a hard day's work, to today using blockchain technologies like NFTs to
reward gamers.
In this world of the Play-to-Earn model of video games, the player can receive rewards with real-world value. It embraces the concept of an open economy and
provides financial benefits to all players who add value by contributing to the game world. In addition, it allows gamers to farm or collect cryptocurrency and
NFTs that can be sold on the market.
It's an old time when we used to say gamers are someone who wastes their time instead of doing something productive.
It is estimated that by 2025 the global gaming industry is expected to reach a value of $268 billion. The cryptocurrency has moved its foot into this growing
segment and has realized blockchain technology's impact on it. NFTs have played a significant role in this boom, making developers recognize that they could be
able to create and transfer tangible value in the ecosystem.

The grey marketing gaming in-game team is huge and
the developers are not benefiting from it. Taking the
example of clash of clans, in this game, many people used
to buy maxed-out bases for a good amount of dollars
from the other people who had spent their time building
those. All these transactions used to take place were
peer-to-peer. With this new rising technology, every
time a transaction happens, the transaction fee goes to
the developer, making developers also benefit.
Furthermore, developers benefit from storage safety and
data security with the rise of play-to-earn games.

We bring to you a new virtual world developed to
connect individuals with others through a virtual, shared
universe.
We are MetaWhale - A virtual platform built on the
principle of the Metaverse where players can come
together, socialize, and sell their content. We have created
an innovative concept that puts a step forward to the
new revolutionary technology. A concept of business in
the Metaverse, where different businesses can offer their
contents to avatars/players in the game and get paid with
the platform token, which can be exchanged for realworld value.
Players can visit stores in the Metaverse to explore
exciting materials or to shop for products and play our
thrilling and breathtaking game and at the same time earn
rewards with the platform token, which can be exchanged
for real-world money.

MISSION AND VISION
We want to create a financially secure future and fight against financial
insecurity by deploying an independent contract on an immutable system. We
want to bring the world together without any currency barriers and borders.
We also aim to create a system for passive income where no one is in control
and the code does everything automatically on a platform that cannot be
hacked or changed.
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We understand how the Metaverse
works. However, Metawhale is creating
its virtual world to welcome our players
and provide a thrilling experience for
them to wander and traverse around the
Metaverse. Many projects have evolved
into the market over time but Metawhale
is not just another project. Instead, we
offer seamless virtual actions that our
players can engage in and get exciting
moments living in the Metaverse.

Play-to-earn model
The play-to-earn concept has been the
new evolvement in the metaverse world
where players earn while playing games in
the Metaverse. We have also set our playto-earn model with a great compensation
plan for our players.

Exciting gameplay

Full Ownership

We provide a thrilling moment for our

When players create new structures in the

players with multiple characters, a views

Metaverse, they have full Ownership of

museum to amuse their views, a shop, and

them and can sell out these structures in

a store where they have access to

the Metaverse as a real estate business,

purchase materials in this Metaverse.

thereby making passive income for them in
the Metaverse.

HOW THE METAVERSE WORKS
We have created a virtual world where individuals called players can
connect with others through a virtual, shared universe for
entertainment, social connections, business, and a chance to earn while
having fun. The Metaverse exists to breach the borders of reality and
distance, connecting people from all over the globe.
Imagine a virtual 3D world where you can socialize with friends, attend
concerts in virtual reality, go shopping, or even order dinner -- all from
the comfort of your home.
MetaWhale comprises multiple digital platforms, each with its currency
and culture. It is a place where geographical barriers are broken down,
and anything is possible.
Three components are included in MetaWhale, each providing an
excellent experience to its users.

THE MUSEUM
There are many reasons why people visit museums. Some want to learn about the past, while others are curious about the
country they are visiting or want to enjoy art and culture. In addition, museums are great for meeting new people, learning
how our ancestors lived and expanding our minds.
The Museum is an exciting place in the MetaWhale Metaverse where users can go to tour masterpieces and unique artworks.
It is made up of fashion brands, the greatest artworks that help learn about the past, etc. You may want to learn about the
history or be curious about the country you are visiting or want to enjoy art and culture. The Museum is great for meeting
new people, socializing, and expanding our minds.
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MetaWhale is bringing to its users a world of fun with
play to earn concepts.
Blockchain games are fantastic, but the entire
ecosystem is now centered on "play-to-earn" and
"the metaverse." Metawhale is a racing Nft game that
will enter the Metaverse in VR In the Metawhale
game, players can collect virtual cars, drivers, and car
parts. Each part is a unique non-fungible token that
can be collected, traded, used, or sold individually. In
addition, we have created numerous unique and
legendary nft cars with multiple abilities for winning
the race, sprint, boost, etc.

Competitive racing will be a core element of
MetaWhale. Each car has its characteristics. The factors
influencing the car's performance are acceleration,
grip, top speed, and luck. Unfortunately, the races are
currently shown top-down and have limited gameplay
options.
The Racing Game provides players with tracks from
the official Formula One season that can be accessed
through your browser. Before the final race, players
compete head-to-head in qualifying sessions. Car and
driver composition are critical, as they are in the Time
Trial. In addition, the right track necessitates the
proper design and the most appropriate tires for the
current weather.

Racing is always a fun experience, especially for those who always seek ways to
get the most out of their activities. Some are even ready to go beyond their
imaginations, searching for the unlimited thrill and entertainment.
Luckily, you can explore such activities without the need to leave the comfort of
your home. Yes, we are talking about Virtual online racing games, which can help
fill your every moment with the excitement and pleasure you seek during your
free time. The thrilling environment provided by the racing games is enough to
stimulate your mind and reflexes.
Once players get into the Metaverse, they get a car they start to race with. They
can easily navigate through racing areas in the Metaverse using the map that will
show up on the upper left corner of the navigator. Once a racing spot has been
identified, they get into a competitor racing and start to race. Based on the
number of laps you've driven and the length of the tracks, you will earn MTW.

FEATURES OF THE GAME
Select from a Huge
Choice of Vehicles

Many Characters Are There
to Play With

Game Goals Are No
Different
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attendant searching for unique fun

highway will create an adrenaline

and thrill. Every role comes as a
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pleasure of managing the military
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The winning of players in these
games depends on reaching the
finishing line first. Therefore, good
driving skills supported by the
proper concentration is vital to
overcoming all the hurdles and
winning over the competitors.
Players should collect all the coins
and bonuses they notice at the
tracks. These coins help gamers
upgrade their players and vehicles
and search for obtaining stronger
ones than before. The higher speed
players will keep their vehicles at,
the easier it will become for them
to reach their target first.

transports like tanks in Metawhale!
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There's a huge real estate boom taking place in the Metaverse.
It doesn't take any special hardware to access the Metaverse.
Still, digital real estate investing means exchanging your cash
for the platform's cryptocurrency where you're interested in
purchasing virtual real estate.
Virtual real estate in these platforms is secured with genuine
deeds in the form of non-fungible tokens (NFTs). When you
buy a piece of digital real estate, your purchase is recorded on
the Blockchain, and the NFT is transferred to your digital wallet,
the same place you store your cryptocurrency.

Parcels of land in the MetaWhale (in the game) are
called "Properties." These Properties are based on
real-world parcels of land and real-world locations.

MINTING PROPERTIES
Each parcel of land "Property" is owned by Metawhale.
When a player purchases this land from MetaWhale
using either in-game currency, "MTW" is considered
"Minting Property.
When this occurs, the player's purchase is recorded on
the Binance Blockchain and the owner of this property
obtains a "Deed NFT" to the property in the form of an
NFT inside their in-game account.

SELLING PROPERTY
After the property is minted on the Binance Blockchain and owned by the player, the player
can then decide to list this property for sale on the "MetaWhale Real Estate Market." The
property owner can list this property for sale to be purchased by other players with the ingame currency. If this property is sold, the deed of this property is changed to reflect the
new owner's information, and the updated "Ownership Code" - is utilized to prove this player
is the most recent (and true) owner of this specific "Property." The old deed is removed from
the previous owner's account, and the new deed is placed in the new owner's account with
the updated information.
The old owner may still have the "Deed NFT" in their crypto wallet if they choose to export it
as an NFT, but it is no longer tied to "Real Ownership" as the "MetaWhale Binance Blockchain.
"Account Name" and "Ownership Code" on the new deed which exists on the Blockchain and
in the game is now changed to reflect the most recent & accurate information.

BUYING PROPERTY
If a player has enough in-game currency to purchase another player owns property that has already been "MINTED," & therefore, they can
choose to buy that property. They can send an "Offer" to the owner of this property in a specified amount, offering a specific amount of ingame currency to purchase and obtain Ownership of this property - or they can buy this property immediately because it is listed on the
"MetaWhale Real Estate Market" for a specific price specified by the seller. If the buyer purchases this property, the deed of this property is
changed to reflect the new owner's information, and the updated "Ownership Code" - is utilized to prove this player is the most recent (and
true) owner of this specific "Property."

RENTING
When players mint or buy a home, they can rent out the
home or real estate to other players in exchange for platform
tokens.
Renting occurs between 2 parties; The Landlord & Renters.
Landlords are Real Estate owners who temporarily allow
other players to rent their real estate.
Players who are renting a structure owned by a "Landlord."
Players can be landlords & renters simultaneously, capable of
owning a Real estate that is being rented out while renting a
Real estate from another player.
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MTW
Token name: MTW
Network: Bep20
Total Supply: 2,270,000,000
Payment: BNB
A crypto token is a virtual currency token or a denomination of a cryptocurrency. It represents a tradable asset or utility that resides on
its Blockchain and allows the holder to use it for investment or economic purposes.
Like most blockchain companies these days, MetaWhale will release their token, MTW Token. The MTW token will be available on
Pancakeswap. To use the token in the game, players must first connect it to the Binance network. The MTW token's first applications
include renaming cars and visiting Mechanic Shops or Gas Stations. It is also required for racing fees and vehicle upgrades such as new
engines or tires. Players use these tokens to upgrade their vehicles. Players can now earn MTW tokens simply by racing! There is no
need to win or even place! A mile in a Grand Prix race is worth 0.15 tokens, while a mile in a Time Trial is worth 0.05 MTW. Earnings are
limited to 5 sessions per day per player.
We will run an Airdrop for the first 100 holders of the token. This is because MTW tokens exist on the Binance network.

GOVERNANCE TOKEN
Players will be able to vote and send proposals into the ecosystem for new projects to be done in the project using the platform token. To get
a governance token, players will need to buy many utility tokens (MTW). 1000 MTW = 1 governance token.

MTW charity Foundation
10%

Private sell
5%

Community & Marketing
5%

Mint properties

Partnership
8%

Players have the ability to mint properties in the real estate market
using the platform token.

ICO
9%

Airdrop
6%

Staking rewards
Players will use MTW to stake their nft cars and earn for the
number of days NFTs are held onto. Upgrading cars: The platform
token MTW will be used by players to buy upgrades to their
vehicles.

Staking rewards
10%

Playing rewards
20%

Partners & Advisors
7%

Buy/Rent/sell properties
Development
20%

For every transaction in the "MetaWhale Real Estate Market," MTW
will be used as a payment gateway for buying real estate, selling
properties, and renting properties in the ecosystem.

NFTS AND MARKETPLACES
This is a place where players can buy game artworks, upgrade cars directly from artists (primary
market) and artworks from other players (secondary market), all in one platform.
The artists and the players decide the entire process of pricing, buying, selling, and using works and
characters. This is the pinnacle of the decentralization feature of blockchain technology that most
current games have not yet reached when the publisher is at the center of all transactions.

In Metawhale, there will be marketplace stores selling different items divided in:

Level 1:

Level 2:

A limited amount of basic avatars
and level 1 items like nft cars,
upgrades with MTW tokens, and the
user receives an NFT of their
purchased item in their wallet.

A unique limited avatars, vehicles, and
land in and outside the city, including
high-value game worlds, most items are
limited in quantity, and some will be very
rare to find for the land in the
Metawhale; you pay an asking price
calculated on space dimensions and
location for land outside the city, the
price depends on the distance from
game points (portals) and size, option to
buy a game world will be possible in an
auction event to be announced on the
website and the city information boards.

DAO
We have a DAO system in our Metaverse. Thereby giving
players a chance to participate in the project system by voting
and sending proposals for new updates that can be done on the
metaverse project. DAO power is earned by buying the
platform governance token.
1000 utility token (MTW) = 1 Governance token
The more governance token you have, the more voting power
you get.

HOW TO GET STARTED
Players create an account for the game, and an account
is automatically built for them on the Binance Blockchain
as a subaccount of MetaWhale so they can see all of
their transactions on the Blockchain. You just put in
their email, make a password, confirm your email, and
log into the game. Players then generate their unique
avatar for the game.
As a new player in MetaWhale, you'll obtain an NFT car.
You can drive the car around the Metaverse, to the
Museum, shop, or racing centers. The more MTW you
have, the more assets you can obtain in-game.
By progressing in the Metaverse by investing in
yourself or working with your fellow citizens to slowly
scale up, you will gain in net worth and rank. Each rank
yields an MTW reward, so the more you progress in
the Metaverse, the faster you'll be capable of building
your empire!

Dao system is launched
Continued marketing.
Discord @10,000
Token sale start
Launch event
Start partnership
Get people in the community to
explore the Metaverse
1st game competition is hosted
1St Game rewards are given
More business is coming in
Continued marketing

Sift through ideas
Team set up
The white paper is ready
Website creation
Community set up (discord, Twitter, telegram)
Discord marketing starts

Start developing Metaverse
Museum architecture
Museum development with 3d rendering
Game development starts
Token creation
Token audit
Nft Museum
Token Airdrop
Game launch with nft launch
Token launch
Marketplace creation
Discord @ 5000

METAWHALE
WORLD

THANK YOU

